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T

o Our Partners and Costumers
We have much pleasure in informing you that in 1999 TVK Rt. over and
above its profitable management and the significant expansion of its
production capacities have further reduced the environmental impacts and
improved the environmental protection performance of its activities.
Man and his environment is and always will be in the focus of our basic
philosophy. Therefore, in addition to the reduction of environmental
impacts

we

pay

special

attention

to

the

improvement

of

work

and

environmental safety and to the effective care and safeguarding of our
employees health.
Based on the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System Certification
received in 1997 and by consistently applying its principles we have
enchanced

the

dedication

of

our

colleagues

towards

environmental

protection, we have achieved our aims outlined in our environmental
protection policy and we have successfully reached the actual targets
set in our Business Plan.
We wish to accomplish the continuous expansion of our activities and
the

improvement

of

our

environmental

efforts

by

observing

the

requirements of sustainable development, and by asserting the dominance
of responsible planning principles.
Our aims, besides manufacturing our products in an environmentfriendly
way, include direct or - through collaborating partners - indirect
collection and recycling of the wastes remaining after their use and
the development of technologies suitable for waste recycling. In order
to

achieve

recycling

such

an

objective

conception,

we

resulting

have
in

worked
the

out

a

complex

establishment

of

waste
our

Environmental Technologies Business Division with the participation of
four of our Tiszaújváros site Ltds.
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We believe, that sustainable development is impossible without the
growing expansion of the use of plastics, and within that the importance
of the environmentfriendly polyethylene and polypropylene products
manufactured by TVK Rt. Today the replacement of these synthetics by
natural materials is inconceivable and would be impossible without
unreversably damaging our environmental.
Plastics play an important role in the maintenance and improvement of
our living conditions.
Nowadays,

safe,

unimaginable
proportion
continuously

hygienic

without
of

the

plastics

gaining

and
use
as

ground

aesthetic
of

plastic

recyclable
in

the

packaging

goods

is

packaging

materials.

The

structural

components

is

automotive

of

industry

and

other

economic segments as well.
As we have already been, we are and shall be ready to discuss our
environmental protection, health care and safety aims and objectives in
order to gain support of our efforts with any public opinion shaping
organization dedicated to the protection of our environment.
We are confident that the trust displayed towards our activities up till
now can further be strengthened.
In order to gain such trust we shall share not only our future plans
but our everyday work, results and problems as well with all of you who
honour us with your interest in our activities.
Tiszaújváros, March, 2000

Pálfi Sándor
CEO
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Data and Results

T

he production of PE and PP feedstock plays a dominant role in the
activities of TVK Rt. (site and seat in Tiszaújváros).
Main 1999 operating and business data of the Company:
Raw Materials used

Naphtha
AGO

Products Sold

(IAS)

300.0 kt

Propylene

154.4 kt

Other Olefin Products

289.9 kt
98.8 kt

Polypropylene

160.1 kt

Finished Plastics Product

134.4 kt

Operating Results

HUF 6.837 mln

Profit Before Tax

HUF 5.970 mln

Net Profit

HUF 8.234 mln

Capex
No. of Staff as of December 31 1999
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64.6 kt

Ethylene

Polyethylene

Financial Data

829.1 kt

HUF 34.380 mln
3.259 persons

The Site

I

n Hungary, TVK Rt. has a single site at Tiszaújváros. The report

relates to this site.
The

industrial

site

is

located

approximately

1.5

km

South

of

the

resisential area of Tiszaújváros, and is about the same distance West
of River Tisza.
South of the site is the MOL Rt. Tisza Refinery, East of it is the
Tiszapalkonya AES Power Plant.
The site area is approximately 5 square kilometres, all residential
areas are at least one kilometre distant from the site.
The industrial water requirement of the process technologies in use on
the

site

is

taken

from

River

Tisza

via

the

waterworks

of

the

neighbouring thermal power plant.
Treated discharge waters and collected rain water are lead into the
Tisza in part via direct channels, and in part through the Sajó Channel
bisecting the site-area in the East-West direction.
As it concerns surface waters, the site is qualified as Class IV.
(irrigation water basis) and with regard to subsurface water resources
as Class I/2 (priority water quality protected areas).
Air purity classification is Protected Class 2.
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Process Technologies

O

n

the

Site

the

following

petrochemical

production

units

are

in

operation:
Plant

Process

Year of Start up

Current capacity Kt/year

Olefin

Linde

1975

350

LDPE

ICI

1970

55

LDPE

BASF

1991

60

HDPE

Philips

1986

190

PP

Sumitomo

1983

50

PP

Himont

1989

90

PP

Himont

1999

140

All of the above feedstock producing process technologies are up to date
computer controlled systems and are closed processes. The discharged
internal material flows are lead into flare systems and are rendered
harmless by incineration at heights of 60-80 meters.
In order to satisfy the growing demand for our products, in 1999 we
have:
 increased the ethylene capacity of the Olefin Plant to 350 Kt/year
from the former 290 Kt/year
 completed the construction of our new 140 Kt/year PP plant
 commissioned our new 15 Kt/year biaxially oriented polypropylene film
(BOPP) plant in order to satisfy demand for this high quality, very
attractive packaging material.
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Our Products

P

olyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) are among those synthetic

materials which are produced and used in the largest and ever growing
quantities in all sectors of the

economy.

During production, the quality of these synthetics (plastics) can be
well controlled through technological interventions, use of additives
and different treatment processes suitable for the purpose intended
through a wide scale.
One of the greatest advantages of these plastics is that due to their
composition they do not contain components harmful to the environment
or our health, wastes are recyclable, at incineration only CO2 and water
vapour is generated.
The life-cycle of PE and PP products depends - to a great extent - to
the field(s) of application/use. Film grade packaging materials are the
throw-away types, turning to waste after a single use, rigid wall
containers (bottles, cans, drums/barrels etc.) are reusable. The lifecycle of the polypropylene automotive body components is the same as
that of the cars they are built into, and their wastes are fully
recyclable. In order to maintain full competitiveness on the world
market TVK Rt. had, back in 1993 already, have audited its whole
production

activity to ISO 9001 certification, repeated every 3 year

as required, ever since. In recognition of its efforts in the field of
quality
1998,

control
TVK

Rt.

in
was

awarded the National
Quality Prize.
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Environmental Protection
Guidelines



Our activities and strategic conceptions are shaped by the full
consideration of the requirements for sustainable development.
Economic or production interests shall not be favoured over those of
safety, environmental and safeguarding of health.
We

are

dedicated

to

the

continuous

improvement

of

safety,

environmental and health protection.
We endeavour to increase and direct the awareness of all our employee
towards

the

significance

of

safety,

environmental

and

health

protection, and to develop an environmental aware conduct in all
those involved.
We consider it important to strengthen the environmental friendly
image of our products and to increase product safety side by side
with the upgrading of our process technologies by utilizing the
results of scientific and technical development.
We value and support the efforts of our customers to process our
products in an environmental friendly way.
We endeavour to have an open dialogue with all competent public
opinion shaping organizations dedicated to the protection of our
environmental in order to exchange opinions and thoughts on improving
environmental protection practices and to strengthen trust in our
activities.
We continuously strive to minimize the impact of our activities on
man and his environment by the effective utilization of our MSZEN.ISO 14001 Environmental Management System certified in 1997, which
was developed in order to ensure that we can achieve the objectives
set in our environmental protection guidelines.
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Environmental Protection,
Health Care and Safety

T

he professional management of the environmental protection, health

care and safety sectors is handled by professional organizations working
in close cooperation. Their authority covers all areas of the Companys
activities.
Environmental Protection - as a central top management organization directs,

coordinates

and

controls

the

environmental

protection

activities of the production, and service units of the Company.
Safety

directs

and

controls

all

company

tasks

connected

with

technical/engineering safety, labour safety and fire protection. The
organization has its own Technical Supervision unit licenced by the
state authorities.
Basic

occupational

health

care,

regular

check-ups

and

occupational

health control of new employees is handled by TVK-MED Kft. established
and fully owned by TVK Rt.
These

organizations

also

represent

the

Company

towards

competent

government authorities, the trade unions, handle all official business
related to activities, prepare and harmonize development, provide proper
information to those involved and ensure the regular flow of internal
and external communication.
The

following

scheme

illustrates

the

inter-relation

of

said

organization.
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Operational Scheme

MANAGEMENT
CEO

Deputy CEOs

Directors

Director

(Technical Services)

CENTRAL
UNITS

Environment Protection
Safety Division

PETROLCHEMICAL

PLASTIC

DIVISION

DIVISION

PROCESSING

SERVICE

SERVICE

UNITS

COMPANIES

TVK MED Kft.
Fire Fighting
& Tech Rescue

1O

Management of Environmental
Impacts

W

ater quality protection

Volumes used, and discharged in 1999
Industrial water used

9,193,130 m3

Drinking water consumption

1,018,499 m3

Treated waste water discharged

2,091,880 m3

Non-polluted rain water discharged

1,820,503 m3

Water consumption shows a small drop compared to the previous year. We
had already utilized all logical options to reduce specific water
consumption in earlier years.
The quality of the treated and used water discharged into River Tisza
and the Sajó Channel satisfies legal requirements, therefore we do not
have to pay a water pollution fine for 1999 either (the third

year in

a row).
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A

ir purity protection
We were able to further reduce our air pollutant substance emissions in
1999 as well, in part through technical measures, in part by stricter
technological discipline.
Year

Total VOC (kg)v

1996

86.284

1997

66.306

1998
1999

21.676
4.655

Quantities of volatile organic compaunds (VOC) emitted at TVK Rt.s air
pollution source points from 1996 (kg)
The CO, SO2 and NOx emission of the firing equipment - mostly used in
the Olefin Plant process technology - shows no demonstrable change.
We have eliminated the harmful NOx emission occurring earlier at one of
the Olefin Plant source points by modifying the system.
Due to the measures we introduced - for the first time in the Companys
history - we did not have to pay any air pollution fines in 1999.
We reduced our diffuse air pollutant emission as well, this originated
from the incomplete combustion of combustible gases discharged through
the process flares under heavy load.
The reduction of the emission was the result of the modernization of
the Olefin Plant process flare and the flare at the railway
station serving the Olefin Plant.
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receiving

W

aste Management

In 1999 the quantity of hazardous wastes generated at the Company
decreased significantly. The reduction is mainly the result of our being
able to solve the problem of removing water from the sludge generated
during waste water treatment.
From January 1 2000 the sludge is rendered harmless by incineration.
By setting up new collection point at the plants we have ensured that
storage of all hazardous waste is done according to prescribed rules
and requirements.
Most of the hazardous wastes are rendered harmless by incineration at
our site. Wastes that cannot be treated thermally are transferred for
treatment to licenced environmental protection service companies.
The lawful handling and treatment of hazardous wastes ensures that we
do not have to pay any

hazardous waste fines for 1999 either.

Year

Total hazardous waste (t)v

1996

23.854

1997

19.622

1998
1999

15.968
3.832

Yearly quantities of hazardous wastes generated at TVK Rt. from 1996 (t)
In 1999 we started the construction of a waste deposit facility on our
site, which will ensure the safe neutralization of solid remains (slag,
flue ash) left after incineration for approximately 20 years.
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N

oise and Vibration Protection
Due to the carefully designed layout of the Companys facilities even
today there is a 1000 meters or wider protection zone between the site
fence-line and residential areas. This zone ensures that the noise and
vibration sources of the process technologies operated on the site have
no harmful effect on the environment.
Of course we regularly check the noise and vibration load of the work
places, and we do everything necessary to reduce said load or to
eliminate its effects injurious to health within the framework of labour
protection and occupational health activities.

R

ehabilitation of Polluted Areas
Exploration of subsurface pollution inherited by TVK Rt. began in the
early 90s (at the same time with TVK being incorporated) and the
remediation of the worst polluted areas has been done continuously since
1995.
The full exploration of less polluted site areas was completed in 1999
and we also started preparation for the remediation of all locally
polluted areas.
Our aim is to complete the full environmental rehabilitation of all
polluted site areas by the end of 2002.
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L

egal Responsibility

The brief presentation of the environmental policy reflects TVK Rt.s
commitments to take legal responsibility in respect to environment. TVK
Rt.

makes

greatest

efforts

to

comply

with

legal

provisions

and

administrative obligations. The Environmental Management System, which
was developed according to ISO 14001 and certified in 1997, promotes
the

enviromental

performance

of

the

company,

enhances

employees

commitment to the environment and provides an appropriate frame for the
regular training program including all employees at the company.
In year 1999 TVKs activity was never convicted by authorities and no
critical comments or complaints on the environmental effects of our
activity were made by the inhabitants.
Another convincing evidence for Responsible Care is that TVKs emissions
did not exceed the ordained limits, therefore the company would not have
to pay environmental pollution fines.
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The Environmental Protection
Policy of TVK Rt.

T

he

Management

of

environmental
development

TVK

Rt.

has

protection.
of

The

long

protection

environmentfriendly

improvement of

recognised
of

the

the

products

importance

environment,

and

the

of
the

continuous

quality will reduce the environmental impacts of the

companys operations, and they will favourably influence

efficiency and

enhance the companys image. These are essential conditions for the
companys profitability and competitiveness.
TVK has already implemented many improvements to reduce environmental
impacts. These include raising employees awareness of environmental
issues and informing the public of the environmental status and of the
measures

taken

environmental

and

planned

protection,

to

TVK

reduce

Management

emissions.
is

fully

Committed
aware

that

to
the

preservation of the conditions for human life and the protection of a
healthy natural environmental

depend on our environment policy.

In the spirit of this commitment

we declare our intention

 to eliminate any remaining pollution problems
 to

comply

fully

with

all

laws,

standards

and

provisions

for

environmental protection
 to reduce environmental impacts continuously and systematically, to
minimise

the adverse effects of our operations on the air, soil and

water, to decrease the volume of hazardous waste and to improve the
efficiency of energy utilisation
 to observe safety

requirements, to prevent

accidents

potentially

damaging

to the environment and to eliminate the adverse effects if

any such

accident occurs

 to

consider

fully

technologies,

evironmental

updating

or

aspects

phasing

out

incentives

for

when

existing

introducing
ones,

or,

new
when

developing new products
 to

train

and

evironmental

provide

regulations

reflecting the

and

to

make

the

employees

others

observe

to

observe

them,

thus

companys evironmental strategy in their work

 to get our suppliers and business partners to follow our evironment
policy
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To implement this policy completely and effectively, we developed an
overall corporate

Environmental Management System according to ISO

14001 and it was certified in December 1997. While operating the system
we

continuously improve the environmental performance of TVK.

We regularly inform our business partners, the general public and the
authorities concerned with our activities of the actual

programs and

result of our environmental policy.
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1999 Environmental Protection
Expenditures

18

Environmental Protection Projects

HUF 157 mln

Remediation Costs

HUF 217 mln

Waste Treatment Costs

HUF 210 mln

Water Treatment Costs

HUF 242 mln

Environmental Protection
Aims

W

e continue the remediation of the polluted areas.

The construction of the waste deposit facility will be completed in H1
of 2000, with a cost of HUF 60 million budgeted for the current year.
Once the waste deposit facility will be in use we will start the
recultivation of the old temporary slag deposit site.
We will upgrade our environmental protection information system by the
installation of a new IT system.
We will prepare for the recertification of our Environmental Management
System due in January 2000.
In the course of the implementation of the petrochemical capex projects
we aim to acquire the best available process technologies. We will prove
the environmental protection compliance of the project facilities with
the impact studies required to receive the environmental protection
permits.
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Environmental Protection
Support

I

t is in TVK Rt.s own interest that further to minimising environmental
impacts arising from its own activities and enhancing the environmental awareness of its employees, it should also contribute to environmental protection performance of the industry segment and that of the
Hungarian economy in order to establish conformity with EU requirements
and to create the conditions necessary for the earliest possible accession to the European Union.
In order to achieve above objectives:
We, as a member company of the Hungarian Chemical Industry Association
and through other contacts regularly provide assistance, in the form of
observations

and

proposals

to

the

work

of

the

government

on

the

harmonization of laws on EU environmental protection.
As

a

member

and

sponsor

of

the

Industry

for

the

Environmental

Foundation we contribute to the recognition of outstanding achievements
by individuals and groups in the field of environmental protection.
TVK

Rt.

is

a

founding

entrepreneurial,
presenting

member

institutional,

the

Environmental

of

the

and
Manager

exclusive

group

administrational
of

the

Year

(with

members)
and

the

Environmental Protection Literary Prize of the Year awards.
In addition to publishing the annual environmental protection report
summariSing our environmental protection activities, results achieved
and experiences gained we also report on same via lectures, letters
presented
events

at

trade

(on

occasion in 1998)

2O
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Safety

T

he core activity of TVK Rt, is petrochemistry, where extremely

hazardous fire and explosion risks are involved in the process technologies. These chemical industry technologies even today mostly represent
up to date closed system manufacturing processes, the volume of the dangerous substances in the systems and their operating parameters are
potential hazard sources which make extra care necessary in handling
them. TVK Rt. has always paid special attention to preventing and avoiding dangerous situations from occurring at all. The system safety analyses which are used to reveal the reasons for danger situations, the many
diagnostical examinations and structural tests which are used to check
the state of pressure systems, all serve above purposes.
The preventive technical measures are complemented by the labour-, and
fire protection rules and regulations which are to be strictly observed
by all involved, and the best individual protective equipment available,
state of the art fire protection equipment all guarantee effective
protection and safe working conditions.
In order to ensure these conditions and their development TVK Rt. spends
large sums every year targeted for the purpose. Safety expenditures
amounted to HUF 183 mln in

1998 and to HUF 143 mln in 1999. Employees

receive regular class-room and on-the-job training on the appropriate
and proper use of technical equipment.
In the petrochemicals plants defensive (emergency) exercises are held
at unannounced times during each shift, thereby ensuring a level of
preparedness for process operators and maintenance crews, which would
be very useful to facilitate immediate professional intervention in case
of emergency.
In addition to built-in fire fighting equipment there is a need for a
professional on-site fire brigade capable of fast and effective action,
TVK Rt. operates such a fire brigade in cooperation with the other major
companies of the region. The brigade is well-equipped its effectiveness
is increased year by year with the purchasing of new modern tools and
equipment. In 1998 HUF 155 mln, and last year HUF 130 mln was spent on
mobile fire fighting equipment.
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The Annual Safety Plan provides a sound, well planned programmed basis
for the solving of safety issues. The Plan defines tasks detailed by
company units and their respective core activities, and ensures funds
for implementation costs, and it also names staff members responsible
for said implementation of tasks.
The implementation of the requirements of the Safety Plan and the
compliance with regulations and rules of law on labour-, and fire
protection is supervised by the Companys Safety organisation, which
unit also ensures the professional conditions of implementation. Its
activities are carried out according to the system of the ISO 9001,
Quality Assurance Standard, which again was confirmed by the 1999
recertification.
As the result of the harmonised and comprehensive safety activity in
1999, with a staff of over 3200 only the following safety events
occured:
 one serious accident (involving loss of limb/mutiliation)
 rate of work accidents resulting in the loss of three or more mandays was 10.4/1000 employee
 there were no fires involving personal injury
 damages caused by small fires amounted to less than HUF 1 million.
When assessing and judging the statistical data it is important to take
the following facts into consideration: in 1999 whilst running its
petrochemical plants at high utilization of capacity TVK Rt. have
completed three large investment (capex) projects:
 the capacity increasing revamp of the Olefin Plant
 the BIAFOL-III. plastics processing unit, and
 the Polypropylene
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IV. project

Health Care and Protection

I

t is in the basic interest of TVK Rt. to maintain the physical

well being and abitily to work of all its employees and to prevent any
possible detoriation of their health. TVK Rt. fullfils this company
obligation to the farthest possible extent - in part through the continuous improvement of the work enviroment, in part through the well
equipped on - site Occupational Health Services Unit.
The Unit was established as a one-man limited liability company (a Kft),
has

an

up

to

date

diagnostical

background

and

is

manned

by

well

experienced doctors and assistants. The Unit also provides emergency
services and 24 hour ambulance services.
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Certification of the 1999
Health Care, Safety and
Environmental Protection
Report
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Dear Customers, Partners, Ladies and Gentlemen!
We would consider a great honour and valuable help to
receive your questions, remarks, proposals referring to
the content, form of the Environment Report in letter,
e-mail or in other way.
Our specialists will be ready to answer your questions
on the content of the report and your inquiry shall
have our best attention.

Availability:
Environmental Protection
László Majerusz
Director of Environmental Department
Phone: +36-49-321-458.

Fax: +36-49-322-488.

e-mail: mlaszlo@lotus.tvk.hu
Safety
László Vígh
Director of Safety Department
Phone: +36-49-321-158.

Fax: +36-49-322-354.

e-mail: vighlasz@lotus.tvk.hu

